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What You Otter Be Doing
October 31 - November 14
11/1

11/2

SEASONAL SPOTLIGHT

INNOVATION SALON

ZUMBA!

Otter Cylce Center

Student Center - Rm 120
1 2:20pm-1 :50pm

Black Box Cabaret
Saturdays: 10am-11am

(10/31
12pm-2pm

I AS LOBBY CORPS

MEETING

STAND UP PADDLING MONTEREY BAY

Student Center - Rm 113

Off Campus

5pm-6pm

1pm-4pm

HALLOWEEN CARNIVAL

BAILANDO CON
LA MUERTE

Divarty Quad
6pm-9pm

#TURNUPFORSOCIAUUSTICE
Black Box Cabaret
9pm-Midnight

Black Box Cabaret
9pm-Mionight

____________________________

11/3

11/4

11/5

11/6

CSUMB SOCCER vs
CHICO STATE

NAHM DAVID
WOLFS ROBE
FLUTE WORKSHOP

ELECTION DAY!!!

OSU COMEDY NIGHT:
ADAM MAMAWALA

FARM STAND

Black Box Cabaret

Personal Growth &
Counseling Center

Ocean Hall - Suite B

8pm-9pm

12am-1pm

12pm-2pm

SE Side of Library
Tuesdays: 12pm-3pm

AS SENATE MEETING

RA INFORMATION
SESSION

Sports Center
Men's: 11 :30am-1 :30pm
Women's: 2pm-4pm

ANIME POP
Media Learning Center Rm 118

Student Center - Rm 120
Mondays: 12:15pm-2pm

MASS ON CAMPUS
BUILDING 98
Sundays: 6pm

NAHM FILM SHOWING &
PRODUCERS PANEL
Alumni & Visitor Center Main Room
5pm-6:10pm

ZUMBA!

NO SCHOOL

PLANTING ©
ASILOMAR
STATE BEACH

University Center - Ballroom
8am-12pm

Off Campus

ZUMBA!
Black Box Cabaret
Saturdays: 10am-11am

VOLLEYBALL vs
DOMIGUEZ HILLS

Black Box Cabaret
Tuesdays: 6pm-7pm

AS LOBBY CORPS
MEETING

Otter Sports Center

WOMEN’S BASKETBALL
vs DIXIE STATE

7pm-9pm

Otter Sports Center

NAHM DAVID
WOLFS ROBE
CONCERT & LECTURE

Student Center-Rm 113

Unversity Center - Ballroom

RAD CLASS
Mountain Hall - Suite F
6pm-9pm

11/13

Main Quad

US MARINE CORPS
OFFICER PROGRAM
TABLING

FARM STAND
SE Side of Library
Tuesdays: 12pm-3pm

PEACE CORPS
INFORMATION SESSION

DECEMBER PEOPLE
FOOD DRIVE
8pm-11pm

11/12
11am-1 pm

Otter Sports Center
7pm-9pm

World Theater

8pm-10pm

PEACE CORPS TABLING

12pm-2pm

VOLLEYBALL vs CAL
STATE LA

5pm-6pm

7pm-9pm

Mondays: 6pm-7pm

VETERANS DAY

IT/CD NETWORKING
EVENT

Library

5pm-7pm

Student Center - West Lounge

MASS ON CAMPUS
BUILDING 98
Sundays: 6pm

FIRST IN MY FAMILY

4pm-5pm

OTM TEA PARTY

11/11

11/9
10am-1pm

Student Center - West Lounge

Black Box Cabaret

11/10

11/8

PULLING IT ALL
TOGETHER

TURBO-KICKBOXING

12pm-6pm

11/7

Main Quad
11am-2pm

Library - Rm 1167
3:30pm-4:30pm

RAD CLASS
Mountain Hall - Suite F

STUDY ABROAD FAIR

6pm-8pm

Student Center - West Lounge

VOLLEYBALL vs
EAST BAY

3pm-4:30pm

Otter Sports Center

AS MOVIE NIGHT:
DESPICABLE ME 2
Black Box Cabaret

FOR MORE EVENTS, VISIT THE CSUMB MASTER CALENDAR ONLINE @ CALENDAR.CSUMB.EDU

GOT AN EVENT? LET US KNOW! OTTER REALM@CSUMB.EDU
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Editor’s Column
Shifting Priorities and

Making Decisions

Erin Hawkins, EditOF-ln-Chief
EHAWKINS@CSUMB.EDU

When it comes to making changes,
many times it also requires us
to make a shift in our priorities.
As college students, we are
constantly shifting priorities to
make our lives run in a somewhat
normal manner. We miss one class
to make up for another class, we
miss birthdays for work to pay
the bills at the end of the month,
and we are constantly faced
with making choices that may
benefit us now, or m the future.
Nov. 5 the residents of Monterey
Count} will decide their top
priorities for Fort Ord. If you
have a short-term mentality
voting for Measure K puts
monetary value, development, and
entertainment as a top priority’. If
you have a long-term mentality,
voting for Measure M will place
preservation, wildlife, water and
recreation use as a top priority.
When talking about shifting
priorities, money also becomes
a dominating factor along with
identifying your mindset when
making decisions. It is important
to consider if the total money spent
on these campaigns will outweigh
the revenue coming in if they pass.
According to The Monterey
Herald, Measure K proponents
have spent a total of $441.513 as of

Oct. 19 towards their campaigns
to
expand
development,
while Measure M proponents
have
spent
$184,
428.
The plan for Measure K was
proposed in 2010 to cost about
$750 million towards developing
homes and apartments, a horse
track, stables, hotels, offices,
and more sites for commercial
development, according to The
Herald. It is also said to create
about 20,000 jobs for the city.
However, will the money spent
towards this development (which
may invite gambling) be greater
than the outcomes it will produce?
If Measure M passed the lands
and trails that will be maintained
could generate a $46 million
recreation
industry.
While
Measure M will also preserve
370 acres of land from the
Monterey Downs site. If Measure
M passes, will recreational use
and preservation truly have
long-term effects over producing
more jobs for Monterey County?
These are some questions
you might want to consider if
you choose to vote on Nov. 5.
However, reflecting upon the way
you choose to make decisions,
and how you weigh your
priorities is an important part of
becoming an informed student,
citizen, and human being.
In this issue ofThe Otter Realm,
our staff reporters raise the
question to many issues we face
such as surveillance, the affects of
alcohol consumption, domestic
violence, the food and restaurant
industry, new' development on
campus, and shared governance.
While reading this issue, we
want students, faculty, and
general readers to reflect on
the way' they make decisions,
how their top priorities are
determined, and what changes
need to be made for a better life.
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Announcements:
CSUMB Welcomes President Ochoa
Investiture to be held on Nov. 15
The formal investiture of President Eduardo Ochoa will take place on Nov 15 at
2:30 p.m. in the World Theatre. Email invitations were sent to students asking
them to RSVP’s by Nov. 4 Buiness attired is recommended for the ceremony
and reception. An alternate viewing will be put on by Associated Students
in the Student Center. A Day of Service and Learning will be held the next
day (Nov. 16) between 1P.M. and 6P.M. Pre-Registration is recommended
and the link is provided in the email (sent Oct. 14th for those who missed it).

Community Comes Together for Ban
C4SM & CSUMB Students Volunteer to Appreciate Businesses
Styrofoam may last forever in landfills, but in November of 2011, a city ordinance
ended the use of Polystyrene (Styrofoam) food containers in the city of Marina,
Calif. The Citizens for Sustainable Marina (C4SM) and students from Cal State
Monterey Bay (CSUMB) are coming together to investigate the bans implementation.
Friday', November 1 from 5:30 - 7p.m. at the Community Room at the Marina
Library will be a presentation and training for volunteers wrho will chose Marina
restaurants to visit to see if they are using alternatives to Styrofoam. This training
is organized and will be led by three CSUMB students who are doing this for a
school project. These students are also Steering Committee members with C4SM.

Lettuce Wars Author to Speak Nov. 19
Bruce Neuburger Comes to Speak to Students
Bruce Neuburger, author of Lettuce Wars (2013) will be speaking
with students, faculty and community members on Tuesday, Nov. 19.
Lettuce Wars provides a first-hand account of the 1979 strike of lettuce field farm
workers in the Salinas and Watsonville area and events leading to it. Neuburger,
who worked 10 years in the fields, examines the role of United Farm Workers, the
pressure on farm workers, and the continual issues of race related to field work.
Neuburger explores how social injustice is allowed to continue in
the fields. In his book, he discusses how society’s demand for cheap
food is linked to the mistreatment and undervaluing of farm workers.
The free event is open to the public and will take place at 6 P.M.
in the University Center conference rooms. For more information
email
sarobinson@csumb.edu
or
visitwww.lettucewars.net.

Come Do the Time Warp!
Rocky Horror Picture Show at CSUMB
Thursday, Halloween, Oct. 31, Media Arts Club with Raising Eyebrows
is putting on a Rocky Horror Picture Show.
It will take place at 8pm
outside VPA bldg 71. We are very concerned about getting the word out, so if the
Otter Realm can help in any way that would be fantastic. This will be a free event.
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Volunteering
for the Youth
Giving for the of the Nation
Sake of Sharing
“Really, Really Free Market” a Success in North Quad
STUDENTS SHARING ART AND MUSIC

Elizabeth Hensley, Staff Reporter
EHENSLEY@CSUMB.EDU

As the country gets back on its
feet after the recent government
shutdown, and the rising debt ceiling
continues to loom on the horizon,
the “Really Really Free Market”
showed students at California State
University Monterey Bay (CSUMB)
a glimpse of a truly free market
without being commercially centered
or concerned with capital gains.
“I had so much stuff piling up that
I wanted to give away. This is the best
way I could think of doing it,” said
Global Studies major, Yazmin Guzman
as she displayed her. items at the
“Really Really Free Market” in North
Quad at CSUMB on Friday, Oct. 18.
Guzman was not the only one.
Dozens of students around campus
brought anything from posters and
clothing to books and Mac ‘n Cheese.
They also shared skills such as poetry,
sports, music and art with others who
attended. Between the hours of 2:00
P.M. and 5 P.M., the autumn air in the
North Quad hummed with encouraging
words, acoustic guitar and baritone sax.
Brian Kelly, a Social Behavioral
Science major and member of Students
for Quality Education (SQE) said the
event’s inspiration came from another
event in the Monterey area, namely,
the Direct Action Monterey Network’s
(D.A.M.N) “Really Really Free Market”
which is held the first Tuesday of every
month at the Custom House Plaza in
Downtown Monterey from 5-7 p.m.
The point of the event is for members
oftheCSUMBcommunitytobringitems

PHOTO BY ELIZABETH HENSLEY

or skills which may benefit others, in
exchange for items and skills that they
can use themselves. Kelly says this will
help “to create a mutual aid economy
among students with self- help that’s
not based on personal self-interest.”
MEChA’s (Movimiento Estudiantil
Chicano de Aztlán) Trinidad “Trini”
Gonzalez, brought her own paints
and homemade stencils to share. She
told The Otter Realm, “I truly believe
in art education and the therapy
it provides.” Gonzalez was able to
share her art supplies with other
students while music, poetry and
the open air provided an opportune
backdrop for artistic expression.
Kinesiology major, Yvette Sanchez
also brought her skills to the North Quad
event by organizing a poetry workshop.
She then picked up some clothing
brought by other students. Complete
with a writing prompt and read aloud,
this portion of the event inspired many
burgeoning CSUMB poets to read
verse, perform freestyle and share
memorized poetry of their own. Ideas
were passed between poets, musicians
and other majors about the writing
process and how to stay motivated.
This event aims to help build a
stronger sense of community and
cohesion between clubs and majors
on CSUMB’s campus. All clubs and
students are encouraged to participate
to bring this idea to fruition.
Students for Quality Education are
hoping to make this success into an
ongoing event to benefit everyone at
CSUMB. To find out more, inquire
at
CSUMB@SQE@gmail.com.

Village Project in Seaside Provides
Opportunities for Service Learning
Michael Haugh* Staff Reporter
MHAUGHT^ CSUMB EDU

When the Village Project in Seaside
noticed children needing additional
educational help, and a place to
receive attention and interaction,
the program opened the the doors
to
sendee
learning
students.
The Village Project is a non-profit
organization that originally provided
counseling services to at risk youth.
According to Hasani Mason, a Village
Project staff member currently in
his third year working with the
school, explained how a tutoring
program
evolved
when
Village
Project counselors saw that "a lot
of kids were falling through cracks”
and youth would come in needing
educational help and attention.
As this program grew popular, more
children started attending the Village
Project after school, allowing California
State
University Monterey
Bay
(CSUMB) the opportunity to provide
service learning volunteers. The Village
Project receives extra help with the
program while the student volunteers
fulfill
graduation
requirements.
The tutoring and after school
program uses the help of CSUMB
service learners in a few different
ways. Service learners help kids from
kindergarten through twelfth grade
with homework subjects ranging
from English to math. The service
learners also have the opportunity to
connect with the kids they are helping.
Service learners can play games with
the children, such as catch and whiffle
ball, in addition to tutoring services.
CSUMB student service learner
Hannah Cunningham said, “every day
when I come here [the children] just
blow my mind" with their creativity

and charisma. 'Hie Village Project does
not let the contribution go unnoticed.
In an interview with The Otter Realm,
Mason said, “it’s a really good thing
working with CSUMB and the service
learners.” Mason explains how the staff
is small, and having the service learners
come in with the extra help "gives as
many kids the most attention that they
can get individually, to help them get
their work done, and learn in school."
Fourth school year staff member
Jamelle Jones said, "I love working
with
CSUMB
students,’’
and
commented how, “[they] bring a
spark, a little bit something extra."
That something extra is lesson plans
for the kids. Service learners are at the
Village Project from 3:00 P.M to 6:00
P.M. once a week. That three-hour
window leaves one hour for tutoring,
one hour for a lesson from CSUMB,
and one hour to play with the kids.
Lesson plans consist of what the
class is at CSUMB is about. Media
classes teach the kids about media
in society. Other classes may come
with a different curriculum. Jones
noticed that they “have more service
learners than the year before because
people are interested in the program.
She also said service learners are
“bringing workshops to the table
and not just tutoring, so [they]
are bringing more like education
to the table and small amounts of
services to the table and I like that
and we need that for these kids."
The Village Project is a place to
let education have a ripple effect on
the community from the University
all the way to kindergartners.
Cunningham summed it up when
she said she "didn't know that you
could learn so much from someone
that is so much younger than you."
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Campus Prepares for New Business
and Information Technology Building
Parking Options Subject to Change with New Construction
Jackie Fox, Staff Reporter
JACFOX@CSUMB.EDU

Students and faculty who saw
signs announcing the parking
lots on Divarty St. at Cal State
University
Monterey
Bay
(CSUMB) campus would be
closed on Oct. 30 can breathe
a sigh of relief as the date
for closure has been pushed
back to Fall Break (Nov. 23).
According to the Director
for Campus Planning and
Development,
Kathleen
Ventimiglia, this decision
was made in order to,
“minimize the impact to
students, faculty, and staff.”
The closures are due to the
construction of a new building
that will house Business and
Information
Technology
(IT). The construction is set
to begin in mid-November
pending approval from the
Department of Finance. The
project also includes plans
for the permanent closure
of Divarty St., leaving it
open to only emergency
and
service
vehicles.
Successful sale of a federal
bond has provided the funds
for this newest addition to
the academic “crescent.” The
building will go in next to the
Tanimura Antle Memorial
Library,
displacing
most
of the parking in lot 508.
Spaces by Beach and Tide
halls will remain, and those
buildings will be repurposed.
New
parking
has
been
opened up by the Visual and
Performing Arts buildings
in lot 71. The space has been
repaved,
equipped
with
lights, and will provide 176
new slots in addition to those
displaced next to the library.
Construction on the building
is expected to take 18 months,

providing for a six-month
move-in period, and should
be open in about two years,
according to Ventimiglia.
“We most certainly are
excited,”
said
Business
department
chair,
Dr.
Marylou Shockley, “Over the
moon.” About sharing the
building with IT, she said they
anticipate working with their
colleagues and that it will,
“encourage a lot of innovation.”
The
departments
have
developed a close inter
disciplinary
relationship,
which led to the decision to
give them a shared space.
“But it’s not only for Business
and It,” Dr. Shockley said; the
space is meant to be shared.
The bottom floor will have
many glass windows into the
class rooms, and plans include

meeting spaces that Dr.
Shockley says, “students need.”
But most students remain
unhappy with the project’s
more
immediate
effects.
The loss of prime parking
space is a hard pill to swallow.
“I commute to school,” said
junior, Marine Science Major,
Belinda Gomez, “it will be
harder to find parking so I
will have to get up earlier
just find a parking spot far
away and walk even farther
to class.
It’s frustrating.”
The closure of lot 508
will cause crowding in other
popular lots, making it harder
for students and faculty
to park near their classes.
“Another reason why freshmen
shouldn’t be allowed to have
cars on campus and there
should be designated faculty

DIGITAL ARTWORK OF WHAT THE NEW BUILDING WILL LOOK LIKE

parking,” said Humanities
and
Communication
Alumna,
Bekka
Barron.
Junior and Marine Science
Major, Nettie Bodwell voiced
another concern, “one of my
friends sometimes doesn’t
get back until midnight,
because she works. If she
has to park all the way over
by the VPA buildings, it’s
a long walk to her dorm.”
Safety options like the
Night-Walk program
will
become more important than
ever as female students and
faculty have to walk farther
to classes and their cars.
However, CSUMB has one
of the best parking-pass to
parking-space ratios in the Cal
State University (CSU) system.
According
to
Campus
Police Chief, Earl Lawson,

while most CSUs have a ratio
of two-to-one, CSUMB’s is
nearer seven-to-one. “You
may not get the spot you
want, but you will get one.”
CSUMB
students
and
faculty are in for a major
lifestyle change as the campus
changes from one they drive
through, to one they drive to.
Changes
on
campus:
Parking
lot
508:
to
be closed on Nov. 23
Parking lot 205: ADA
stalls to remain, 8 metered
stalls put in, the rest turned
into Service Vehicle parking
Parking lot 206: Service
Vehicle
Parking
only
Parking lot 71:
Opened,
lit, re-paved, and fenced off
Divarty Street: To be closed
off to all traffic except service
and
emergency
vehicles

PHOTO PROVIDED BY CSUMB.EDU
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No Privacy in Public Locations
City of Seaside May Install New Surveillance Cameras
Ryan Foreman, Staff Reporter
RFOREMAN@CSUMB.EDU

Imagine if you were a criminal,
would you commit a crime on
a particular street knowing the
police were videotaping you?
The city of Seaside is betting
on this deterrent and may
install surveillance cameras
in public areas, basing their
support on the notion that
there is no expectation of
privacy in a public location.
If the city of Seaside can
come to an agreement,
they will use a camera
project known as SpatioTemporal Event Management
Architecture (STEMA) with
an estimated start up fee of
$220,000 and an annual
maintenance fee of anywhere
between $30,000 to $50,000.
The Naval Postgraduate
School (NPS) in Monterey
invented
the
$180,000
software
used
by
the
local police to start this

surveillance
system.
NPS
has already donated 5 of the
17 cameras needed to start
installing around the city.
Whether grant money or
the city would fill those bills
still remains up in the air.
The primary purpose of
the system, which would use
mounted cameras around
high-crime and high-traffic
areas, would be to identify
vehicles used in crimes
and to identify suspects.
Images and video streams
for the camera would be
transmitted to a central server
at the police department
and could be retrieved by
time and location. Incoming
video will not be monitored
continually, but stored for
later “on-demand retrieval.”
When asked if these cameras
will help stop crime around
the city, Seaside Police Officer
Chris Veloz said, “This STEMA
program will not only help
prevent crime but they help

solve it as well.” He continued
to explain how “being able
to look back at video is huge
in solving crimes after they
have been committed. This
tool is going to be very useful
in catching all types of illegal
activity, curb crime, and
slow down gang violence.”
With police having the
ability to access into the
camera’s database, giving
them indisputable proof that
a defendant committed a
crime, means there will be
less litigation for criminal
defense trial lawyers. Police
officers ability to crack into
stored video data anywhere
from one to two weeks after
the crime was committed
could
be
an
effective
crime-fighting
technique.
Many feel surveillance has
chilling effects, more often
on the law-abiding citizens
than on criminals. History of
general surveillance shows
that it does not mix well with

individual civil
liberties.
Officer Veloz
mentions
this paradigm when he
explains, “unfortunately law
abiding citizens think about
camera’s and their ability to
catch you doing something
wrong, whereas criminals
commit crimes of opportunity.
They do not think about the
consequences or the fact
that a camera may catch
them doing an illegal act.”
Many concerned citizens
feel that that the STEMA
program will be intrusive on
their privacy and not help stop
crime. Others feel that the
cameras angled or directed
toward public areas will simply
serve to push crime from one
neighborhood to the next.
Countless citizens bring up
the point that these cameras
are not indestructible and
cannot survive damage from a
gunshot, a thrown object, or a
direct hit with a baseball bat.
There is also the possibility

of criminals hacking into the
software utilizing STEMA to
their advantage. A criminal
could readily determine when
a building is not occupied and
police are not likely to be close
by to thwart a crime, resulting
in the perfect opportunity to
attack a high-value target.
Seaside
resident
Jim
Egbert wrote in the “Letters
to the Editor” column in the
Monterey County Herald, “I
am not breaking the law in
any way and I cannot see why
people should worry. Anything
that will keep Seaside from
becoming another Salinas and
help make police officer’s jobs
a little easier, I am all for.”
Cameras located in public
areas impose the question
to citizens as to whether
or not their privacy is
being intruded. It brings to
question if there truly is any
privacy in a public location.

Gatorade Pong A Splash
Otter Sports Center Features Non-Alcoholic Event
Jenna Bandy, Staff Reporter
JBANDY@CSUMB.EDU

BROTHERS, TAYLOR
photos by
& JONATHAN DECKER
JENNA BANDY
WIN COSTUME COMPETITION
POSING AS WAYNE & GARTH
FROM WAYNE’S WORLD

Cal State University Monterey
Bay’s
Athletic
Advising
Committee hosted another
Gatorade Pong tournament
last Wednesday (Oct 23)
at the Otter Sports Center.
The event was in observation
of Alcohol Awareness Week.
55 teams of two entered the
competition helping the SAAC
to raise over $500 to donate to
the Make-A-Wish Foundation.
Students, athletes and staff
members participated in the

event. Tables were set up on
each side of the gym making for
a more organized tournament
than in previous years.
The event featured a
DJ along with a table of
representatives
from
the
Sun Street Center in Seaside,
distributing
information
about
alcohol
awareness
and the effects of alcohol.
There were fliers, wristbands
and even drunk goggles that
participants could put on to
experience how a person with
a blood alcohol content of .08
perceives their surroundings.

Jonathan
and
Taylor
Decker who dressed as Wayne
and Garth from the movie
Wayne’s World won best
costume earning them both a
buy one get one free burrito
gift certificate from Chipotle.
Kerri Nakamoto and Kaysen
Brennan of Team Oldies
but Goodies both won $25
gift certificates for coming
in first in the tournament,
while the second place Team
Warlocks, Dane Holmgren
and Alex Sobstad each won
a $10 gift card to Target.

CSUMB WOMEN’S BASKETBALL
COACHES, KAYSEN BRENNAN &
KERRI NAKOMATO EARN FIRST
PLACE IN GPONG TOURNAMENT
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Know Where to Vote in November
Polling Places and Voting Information For the Monterey County Elections
Elizabeth Hensley, Staff Reporter
EHENSLEY@CSUMB.EDU

Monterey Country Elections
are
rapidly
approaching.
Despite having the best
intentions
on
Tuesday,
Nov. 5, voters are only
allowed to cast their ballot
at one specific polling place.
Choosing to vote takes a
lot of time and .consideration.
Do not pile on additional
stress by waiting until the
last minute to find out
where that polling place is.
Montereycountyelections.
us is the easiest way to solve
this problem. After logging on
to the website and referring to
the list of options on the left
hand side, voters can click
the icon that says “Where
Should I Vote?” This will
bring up a page that instructs
the voter to type in his or her
address. After submitting

the address, the page should
refresh to reveal the voter’s
specific
polling
place.
Polling places are based on
where voters live to help the
process run smoother. It is
likely that people who live near
each other will share the same
polling place. This can allow
students to carpool to the polls.
The
Montereycountyelections.
us website is full of other
useful information including
guidelines and election results.
Another
helpful
website
is
Smartvoter.org. Voting
hours are from 7:00 A.M.
until 8:00 P.M. on Nov. 5.
For Voters living in Marina,
Monterey or Seaside, it is
likely that one of these will be
your registered polling place.

Marina:
Marina Library
190 Seaside Circle
Marina, CA

Monterey:
Monterey Senior Center
Lighthouse & Dickman Sts
Monterey, CA

Seaside:
Seaside Community Center
220 Coe Ave.
Seaside, CA

Marina Community Center
211 Hillcrest Ave
Marina, CA

American Legion Hall
1089 Johnson St
Monterey, CA

Faith Lutheran Church-Side
1460 Hilby Av
Seaside, CA

Epiphany Lutheran
Fellowship
425 Carmel Av
Marina, CA

Monterey County Fair-Gate
2004 Fairground Rd
Monterey, CA

Boys & Girls Club Monterey
County
1332 La Salle Ave
Seaside, CA

CSUMB-Student Center
Bldg 14
3114 Intergarrison Rd
Marina, CA

Nancy Dodd Center
3043 Macarthur Dr.
Marina, CA

Methodist Church
Fellowship Hall
Soledad Dr & Pacific St
Monterey, CA

Greater Victory Temple
1620 Broadway Av
Seaside, CA

Mon Youth Center
Conference Room
777 Pearl St
Monterey, CA

Oldemeyer Center
Seaside Rm
986 Hilby Ave
Seaside, CA

Hitting the Books
Midterms Have Ended, Panic is Postponed
Osvaldo Garibay Staff Reporter
OGARIBAY@CSUMB.EDU

As midterms come to a close,
and assessment week looms
in December, The Otter
Realm asked students about
their midterm experience.
Many students
expressed
their preferences and study
techniques when it came
to major and exam type.
Some majors required inclass exams, while others
experienced take-home exams.
“All my exams were in class”
said Esau Hernandez a senior
here at Cal State Monterey Bay
(CSUMB), when asked how he
had prepared for his midterms.

Hernandez is a Kinesiology
(KIN) major, and said he was
glad he did not have to worry
about
take-home
exams.
After
interviewing

had more in-class exams.
Students who had inclass exams found it helpful
to form study groups with
other classmates to prepare

"The library is an ideal
place for midterm or
assesment week"
a
few
Humanities
and
Communication
(HCOM)
students, it was clear that for
these students the midterms
were generally take-home
exams, while students who
majored in KIN and Biology

for them. Stephanie Najera,
a third year HCOM major,
said “we reserved a study
room at the library to go over
class notes and powerpoints.”
Take-home exams, on the
other hand, are expected to be
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done individually. Since it is a
take-home exam, professors
have a higher expectation of
the work that is to be done.
HCOM Professor Maria
Villasenor
explained
that
having a take home essay as
an exam “you have more time
than when you write an essay
for an exam in class, so there is
the expectation that the essay
would be more polished.”
For some majors it is not
relevant to have take-home
exams, but there are universal
study tips that can help both
groups of students better
prepare for assessment week

coming up in December.
Forming
study
groups
and asking professors what
to
expect
on
upcoming
exams is one useful study
tip. Time management, and
finding a comfortable work
environment can help students
who have research papers,
essays, or written work.
The library is an ideal place
for midterm or assessment
week studying preparations,
as it allows individuals to have
a quite place to study, and
provides students with study
rooms that are available to rent.
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Theta Alpha Sigma Confronts Domestic Violence
Heightening Consciousness Around Domestic Violence on Campus
Chantelle Edwards,Staff Reporter
CHEDWARDS@CSUMB.EDU

The month of October is a
time of change. It is a change
in season, and a change in
awareness as well. Cal State
Monterey
Bay
(CSUMB)
and the sisters of Theta
Alpha Sigma (TAS) come
together during
the month of
October in honor
of
domestic
violence
awareness.
TAS
will
be
hosting
events
during October to help
educate
those
on
the
importance of distinguishing
warning signs in unhealthy
relationships and to stop the
vicious cycle surrounding
domestic violence.
One in four women will
experience domestic violence
in their lifetimes. Often, this
is a result for women who
are involved in dangerous
relationships.
Thanks
to
organizations
like
TAS
and the Young Women’s
Christian
Association
(YWCA), awareness of the
issue is increasing and a
larger community base is

being formed. Women are
beirig educated that their
voices are stronger
than
ever and that they can
stand up for themselves
as well as their families.
CSUMB President of TAS
and
October
Committee
Head Davjanee Tillis said,
“in connection with our

that allowed people to discuss
their views on the movie and
the reality of the issue. TAS
also joined forces with NAACP
and had an “open mic night”
where people came and shared
their experiences and views
regarding domestic violence.
Their last event will be held
on Oct. 29 which will be a
walk for domestic
violence and the
night will end with
a candle light vigil
and a moment of
silence for those
who have died or
have been affected
by domestic violence. Tillis
concluded, “October is national
domestic violence month so
it is the perfect time to get
involved with this issue and
get people thinking about a
problem that affects millions.”
All too often, women who
are victims of domestic
violence fail to realize the
abuse they are receiving from
their partner. Luckily, there
are local organizations that
provide support services to
help victims in need of care.
If you or anyone you know
is in an unsafe situation,
please contact any of the
organizations listed below.

" One in four women will
experience domestic violence
in their lifetimes "
philanthropy
of women’s
issues we choose the subject
of domestic violence because
it is an issue that is common
amongst too many women.
As sisters we would like to
start a change to reduce the
amount of people who will
have to experience domestic
violence in her lifetime.”
On Oct. 8 TAS collaborated
with ladies from YWCA in
which they held a presentation
where they defined domestic
violence and provided ways
that those who need help
can seek it. They also had a
domestic violence movie night
in which a discussion followed

Monterey County Rape
& Crisis Center:
Monterey Office

YWCA of the
Monterey Peninsula

Phone: (831) 373-3955
Hotline: (831) 375-4357

Phone: (831) 583-1025
Hotline: (831) 372-6300

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE IS AN ISSUE
COMING OUT FROM THE SHADOWS
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Sexual Violence Statistics:

37.4%

of female rape victims were

first raped between the ages of 18-24.
Monterey County Rape
& Crisis Center:
Salinas Office

Shelter Outreach Plus

Phone: (831) 771-0411
Hotline: (831) 424-4357

Phone: (831) 384-3388
Hotline: (800) 339-8228

19%

of undergraduate women
experienced attempted or completed
sexual assault since entering college.
STATISTICS PROVIDED BY
NATIONAL CENTER FOR INJURY PREVENTION AND CONTROL
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CSUMB Pays Homage to Native Americans
Events Honoring
Native American
Heritage Month To Be
Held On Campus
Joel Martinez, Staff Reporter
JOEMARTINEZ@CSUMB.EDU

This November Cal State
Monterey Bay (CSUMB) will be
hosting some events in honor
of Native American Month.
Native American Heritage
month is a way for Native
Americans to celebrate and
share their culture. Many
universities’ have a Native
American club to sponsor
and throw events. Some of
these events are there for
Native people on the campus
to show and express the
different tribes there are and
how different each tribe is.
Nov.
4
features
a
grandfather flute workshop

with David Wolfs Robe in
Ocean Hall, a film screening of
“The Legacy of the Grandfather
Flute” and a panel discussion
with CSUMB Professor Ruben
Mendoza at the Alumni and
Visitor’s Center. Robe will
also be on campus Nov. 5 for
a grandfather * flute concert
and lecture at the University
Center
(UC)
Ballroom.
On Nov. 6 Professor George
Baldwin will present the film
“Digital Reservations: Songs
Stories about Growing Up
Indian in the UC Ballroom.
The events will conclude
on Nov. 14 with a Mission
Photography Exhibition with
ProfessorMendoza, and later a
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DAVID WOLFS ROBE PLAYING THE GRANDFATHER FLUTE.

film screening of “Two Spirits”
followed by discussion in the
Otter Cross Cultural Center.

The activities are
to the public, and
provide
educational

free
will
and

interactive
opportunities
for those who are interested
in Native American Month.

Possible Link Between Alcohol and Breast Cancer
Can Women Who Drink Be More at Risk for Breast Cancer?
Alexis Barry, Staff Reporter
ABARRY@CSUMB.EDU

The end of October marks
the end of breast cancer
awareness
month.
While
awareness does not stop here,
recent studies have shown
that alcohol consumption
. could
be
a
prospective
link
to
breast
cancer.
The Journal of the National
Cancer Institute published
a study, which may prove a
link between the two. For the
study the researchers used
women who had no previous
history of breast cancer so
that the studies would be more
accurate. It has been shown
that there is an increased risk
of breast cancer if the woman
participates
in
drinking
before her first pregnancy.

The International Agency for
Research on Cancer considers
alcohol to be, “Casually related
to invasive breast cancer,”
with a 7-10 percent increase
in risk for every 10 grams
consumed daily by women.
Some additional results
from the study indicated a
reduced risk for women that
did not consume alcohol
between puberty and first
pregnancy.
Of the 91,005
women eligible for analysis
of breast cancer risk, 20.4
percent did not drink alcohol
and 3.8 percent were reported
as being high consumers,
drinking 15 grams of alcohol
per day. The women with
the high alcohol consumption
were shown to become
pregnant later, and were more

likely to have a first-degree,
(parent
or
grandparent)
family history of breast
cancer.
These studies can
lead to some scary thoughts
for women at the college age.
Jessica Hutton (KIN, Senior)
said, “it scares me to hear
anything involving breast
cancer because it runs in my
family and since I do consume
alcohol I want to know
more about these studies.”
After
hearing
about
these studies, Betsi Garcia
(CHHS) says, “It does freak
me out. Alcohol does so
much damage to our bodies
and we might not know or
care, we obviously continue
to drink the same amount
after hearing facts like this.”
According to the study,

there is a definite link between
drinking and proliferative
benign breast disease, which
is an early marker for breast
cancer. This is something that
all women should consider
when having a drink. Cal State
Monterey Bay has an extensive
policy on the consumption of
alcohol on its website including
its philosophy that states, “All
members of the University
community have a stake in
ensuring that alcohol is used
in a responsible manner.”
There will always be risk
involved with drinking. It is
known that alcohol can cause
many other diseases but this
just adds one more thing that
women have to be careful of
when they consume alcohol.
Hopefully, there will be more

studies done in the future
to determine how much
drinking does contribute to
breast cancer and society can
be made more aware of it.
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Behind the Kitchen Door
A Night Out With Saru Jayaraman
Vanessa Boon, Staff Reporter
VBOON@CSUMB.EDU

Alarge part ofAmerican society
is centered on the production
and consumption of food
and restaurant culture. What
many people do not consider,
is the ways in which our food
is produced and consumed,
especially behind closed doors.
On Oct. 27, Sary Jayaraman,
author of “Behind the Kitchen
Door” held a discussion at
the Unitarian Universalist
Church of the Monterey
Peninsula to talk about
her book. Some of the
things she addressed were
what goes on behind the
kitchen doors of many
restaurants, as well how
to eat sustainably.
Eating
sustainably
includes producing food in
a sustainable manner, but also
ensuring the people working
and eating in a restaurant
is
not
being
exploited.
Jayaraman followed the
lives of restaurant workers in
eight major American cities to
investigate the poor working
conditions, labor practices,
and how the way kitchens
operate affect the food people
are served at restaurants.
Jayaraman
informs
customers how to encourage
fairness
and
compassion
in the workplace, whether
it is through tipping or just
understanding the restaurant
in which a person is attending.
She strives for changes in
the payment and benefits
of un-tipped wage earners
and assuring promotions for
everyone.
During
Jayaraman’s
presentation, she spoke on
several problems occurring
in the
Service Industry
today.
She
presented

shocking facts that led to but also managers to get a may be a different story.
her to launch this campaign. decent tip and treated fairly.”
The biggest excuse for
Out of the 10 lowest paying
Jayaraman also discussed restaurants treating their
jobs in the nation, seven of how women all over the workers unfairly is “well
them are restaurant jobs, and country are approaching her they’re young, they won’t
the top two are the people and saying they had been be here forever.” However,
who touch each and every sexually harassed in the young people still can be
person’s food in a restaurant. Service Industry, but could affected for a long time by
In 43 states, the minimum never afford to report it. mistreatment in a work place.
wage for service workers is.
When it comes to race,
Jayamaran
encourages
$2.13, while their tips make Jayaraman
discussed
a individuals to read her book,
up their income.
restaurant she went to in log on to Thewelcometable.net
Jayaraman pointed out Santa Cruz. Every
other problems that run server was white,
rampant in the Service while every busser
and
runner
was Hispanic.
When
Jayaraman
spoke to the
manager about
this issue he
said,
“they
have
never
asked to be
in a different
Industry, a leading problem position.”
being a lack of paid sick days. Jayaraman pointed
San Francisco is the only out that if you never
city in California that offers saw someone like
paid sick days for workers. As you in that position,
a result, people are going to what would make
work sick, and in some cases you
think
you
infecting the whole restaurant. could do it?
They cannot afford to take
Many
college
a day off however, because students
are
their wages are to low. It is a restaurant workers.
sick cycle. “It does not matter The
ideals
that FOOD BEING
if the food is healthy if the Jayaraman
is SERVED AT A RESTAURANT
people who are making it are pushing for could
not,” Jayaraman pointed out. help students who work in and sign a petition allowing
In addition to low wages, these restaurants to be treated consumers and producers to
lack of sick days, and general better, and be paid more fairly. come together, and to speak up
mistreatment,
Jayaraman
California State University to a manager when problems
spent time discussing the Monterey Bay has always are observed in a restaurant or
gender and race problems been a campus that pushes for place where food is handled.
prevalent in this industry. more sustainability, and that
70 percent of tipped workers is Jayaraman’s main point. Frightening Facts:
are women, and 1 in 4 of them
However, sometimes one -Restaurant workers are 3
are moms. “These women does not realize that even times above the poverty line
are at the mercy of their though the food a person is than others
customers and their manager” eating at a restaurant may -60 percent of waitresses are
Jayaraman said, “at times have been brought to them over 24
these women feel they need to humanely,
the
treatment -1 in 24 waitresses is a
flirt with not only customers of the people in the back single mom

that make it so workers can
never get paid sick days
-1 in 12 people work in a
restaurant
-2nd largest private sector
but the lowest paid
-National Restaurant
Association- 2nd largest
lobbying group
-Even with tips the median
wage of a service worker
is $8.50

""It does not matter
if the food is healthy
if the people who are
making it are notjj
-Saru Jayaraman
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Helpful Hints and Ideas
-Tip in cash in restaurants
-Download the Diner's
Guide app to see how
workers are treated in local
restaurants
-Watch for bills on the
issue- one is close to being
passed for raising the $2.13
minimum wage
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Breaking the Silence of Egyptian Women
Activist Speaks Human Rights for Egypt
Hannah Lonergan, Staff Reporter
HANNAH.LONERGAN25@GMAIL.COM

Gihan Abou Zeid, an Egyptian
human rights activist was
welcomed
to
Cal
State
University Monterey Bay on
Oct. 28 with a packed classroom
of students and faculty eager
to hear her presentation
“Egyptian
Women
Push
Back Against the Past.”
Abou Zeid has written
two books, took part in the
revolution in 2011 at Tahrir
Square, has been an editor
for the magazine “Politics and
Religion,” and is developing
a regional strategy for the
United Nations Population
Fund
on
cooperation
between U.N. agencies and
faith based organizations.
She discussed in detail
several struggles women face
in Egypt. One of the highlights
of her lecture concerned
the head coverings women
wear, and the controversy

that
surrounds
them.
One story Abou Zeid shared
in her presentation was of a
Christian girl who did not cover
her head in Egypt because
it was not part of her faith.
The girl was threatened, and
then
un
knowingly
had
her
hair cut off.
In
another
story
concerning
head
coverings, a young girl won
a Karate competition and
did not wear a covering. As a
result, the headmaster of her
school would not allow her
to be seen or honored with
the rest of the winners due
to her “lack of proper attire.”
The women in Egypt also
face a great deal of danger, even
from the most un-expected
of people. Abou Zeid would

stray away from the police,
The lack of rights women
especially if she knew an event was also discussed in the
could turn violent, because she lecture. If a woman were to
could be arrested for being a get a divorce she would lose
woman, as well as an activist. all financial rights. Abou Zeid
The police are known for said “a woman doesn’t have
being very violent and using the right to get a divorce,
sexual
or the mind to get one.”
harassment
Abou Zeid addressed a
towards
story about some of the
women.
pressures women like Heba
Abou Zeid Handy face in Egyptian
displayed
culture. Handy’s mother told
a
picture her she would be beautiful
on one of .if she were circumcised.
her slides Handy
underwent
the
of a woman lying on the circumcision, and discovered
ground with her bra exposed, how terrible it truly was.
surrounded
by
multiple
Handy was able to help her
police after being beaten. sisters avoid the painful and
Women’s
financial illegal process, and created a
and marital statuses also better life for herself outside
cause
many
problems. of her conservative family.
The financial situation of
Abou Zeid talked with Handy
40 percent of Egyptians about her experience, and
living off of two dollars a then discovered belly-dancing
day would get increasingly when she moved to China.
worse if you were a woman. “Belly-dancing had helped to

If a woman were
to get a divorce
she would lose all
financial rights**

rebuild her relationship with
her body.” Abou Zeid had
later said that Handy had truly
turned her life around and
become an activist and teacher.
The life of an Egyptian
woman is a continuous
struggle, however Abou Zeid
is example of the silence being
broken among women and
positive action being taken.
Her lecture was informative
and eye-opening as Abou Zeid
stood before her audience
with eloquence representing
a strong Egyptian woman.

GIHAN SPEAKING
TO CSUMB ABOUT
THE SILENCE OF
WOMEN IN EGYPT
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Día de los Muertos

When Life and Death go Hand in Hand
Angel Martinez Staff Reporter
ANGEMARTINEZ@CSUMB.EDU

Do we ever really die? Few
holidays celebrated in the
United States of America
have
such
philosophical
concepts as the Day of the
Dead. Dia de los Muertos is
an acknowledgement between
the balance of life and death.
It is understood by indigenous
cultures that life itself would
not be possible without death:
that if we could not die, than
life itself would not be possible.
A growing number of
CSUMB staff and students

have honored the Dia de los
Muertos tradition for the
past 17 years.
This year's
celebration will take place
on Oct. 31 at the Visual
and Public Art Department
complex beginning at 6 P.M.
Dia de los Muertos (Day of
the Dead) is a celebration that
dates back to pre-Columbian
times.
Armand Gagnon a
lisgusitic professor in his blog
“The Spanish Sampler,” writes
that indigenous populations
of Meso-America including
but not limited to the Mexica
(Aztecs), the Olmecas. and
the Zapotecs celebrated Dia
de los Muertos for hundreds

if not thousands of years.
It is believed that on Dia
de los Muertos the essences
of those who have passed
on return to the homes of
their loved ones.
Family
members
create
altars
(altars) and adorn them
with photos, zenpazuchitles
(orange marigolds), pan de
muerto (bread of the dead),
sugar skulls, copal (tree
resin), etc. Celebrations of
this holiday can be found in
abundance throughout the
Monterey County community7.
As written by Shawn Haley
and Curt Fukuda in their
book "Dia de los Muertos:

When Two Worlds Meet in
Oaxaca," it is understood that
in death our bodies expire,
but our essence remains.
This then means that one
never really dies, but rather
transfers their essence when
their physical body ceases to
live. Therefore death need
not be feared, but understood
as necessary for life. This is
the concept behind Dia de los
Muertos: it is a celebration of
both life and death because
the two go hand in hand.
This year’s on campus
celebration
at
the VPA
building wall include multiple
altars and a ceremony by

Mexica
(Aztec)
dancers.
Other celebrations on and off
campus will follow shortly
after.
Student organization
M.E.Ch.A
(Movimiento
Estudiantil
Chicana/o
de
Aztian) will be hosting their
second annual dance Bailando
con la Muerto (Dancing
with Death) at the Black Box
Caberet Friday Nov. 1 at 9
P.M. On Nov. 2 at the National
Steinbeck Center in Salinas,
another Dia de los Muertos
celebration will take place
from 5 to 8 P.M. This event
will include educational tours
of the art at the center offered
in both, Spanish and English.
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Padre with a
Mission

Junípero Serra and the Legacy
of California Missions
Yuri Lara, Staff Reporter
YLARA@CSUMB.EDU

Californian cities like San
Diego, Santa Barbara, San
Luis Obispo or Carmel,
have their history rooted in
the missions founded three
hundred years ago by the
“padres,” the Catholic priests
that came from Spain to the
Americas to spread their
religion among the native
population. In particular one
Franciscan friar, Junípero
Serra, led the expeditions
and the settlements that
became the origin of many
towns and the region that
we know today as Monterey.
This
year
Father
Serra reached his 300th
anniversary,
which
is
celebrated with a number
of events and exhibits. Cal
State Monterey Bay (CSUMB)
will hold an exhibition of
photography of the missions
by the archaeology professor
Ruben Mendoza. The exhibit
will open on Nov. 14 at the
Student Activities Center.
Ruben Mendoza is an
expert in missions and other
legacies Of the Hispanic
colonial era. He studies the
traditions, artefacts, cultural
exchanges and importance of
missions in the changing lives
of people in the Americas.
The missions built and
managed by Father Serra
belonged to a project of
colonization of the Spanish
crown, and some scholars point
out the forceful indoctrination
of Native Americans as a
painful historical episode.
However Mendoza says that
the missions, and Father
Serra’s legacy, cannot be
reduced to an either-or
approach. “Did Junípero Serra
came to California specifically
to
enslave
the
Indian

population, or what were his
intentions?” The answer,
Mendoza believes, needs
to be nuanced because
research
shows
that
there were contributions,
and
agency
in
the
interactions between Native
American and missionaries.
In the “Interpreting Serra
Symposium” a number
of Serra scholars will
join a conversation to
explore the legacy of Serra’s
missions.
Representatives
from the Dioceses of Monterey,
and from the Tribal Chair of
Indian Canyon will join the
panel that will be held on Nov.
19 at the University Center.
Serra wanted to spread
Catholicism but he also help

THE BEAUTIFUL CARMEL MISSION

to introduce new things to
the natives like harvesting
and racing livestock. There
are many untold historic
pieces about how the missions
operated and the relationship
that Serra established with
natives. In Serra’s “journal”
he wrote about what the life in

the missions was. Professor
Mendoza said that missions
were specifically settled in
hidden areas because “The
friars wanted to go in to the
wilderness, they wanted to
find people who were likely
untouched, who could
be converted to
Christianity.”
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Mendoza said that to lure
natives, the friars would show
them things new to. them like
bells and images of religious
icons. As soon as they establish
contact, friars used Mexican
natives as translators
to communicate
with
the
natives.
Serra
lived
his
last

days in the San Carlos
Borromeo de Carmel Mission.
Serra’s life will never be
entirely known. However the
exhibits that will open during
the anniversary celebration
will introduce the public to a
better-detailed life of Serra.
There will be a display of
artefacts that are been loaned
to the exhibition, some of
them by professor Mendoza.
For the larger community,
the National Steinbeck Center
in Salinas will be conducting
an exhibition about Serra
on November 8 called “An
Exploration of the Arts and
Cultures of The Californian
Missions” that will include
photography by Ruben
Mendoza, Martin Vargas
and
Larry
Angier.
All the events are
sponsored by the
Division of Social,
Behavioural
and
Global
Studies, World
Languages,
the Provost’s
office,
Student
Activities
and
Leadership
Development
and the national
Steinbeck Center. All
events are free to the public.
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Faculty
Reclaims
Their
Voice
Town
Governance
Hall Discusses Shared

Jessica Stroh, Staff Reporter
JSTROH@CSUMB.EDU

The Town Hall Meeting
conducted at the University
Center Ballroom on Oct 28
discussed the status of shared
governance in our campus.
Those in attendance claimed
that the spirit of transparency
and collaborative decision
making
that
was
at
the
foundation
of
the
institution —and in its vision
statement, is fading away.
In recent months, faculty
had witnessed a number of
changes to the structure of
the institution, increases in
the number of administrative
lines, and new university
initiatives
that
haven’t
been fully communicated
or consulted with faculty.
Kim Judson, teacher of
Public Health and Public
Policy,
said,
“Ongoing
curriculum
and
strategic
program planning by faculty
in our department over a

15 year period has been
disregarded. We had seen that
programs and people had been
moved into other colleges, and
other programs without any
consultation with faculty.”
According to adjunct faculty,
Meghan O’ Donnell, history
teacher, “If we are really
looking for shared governance
perhaps contingent faculty
should
be
included
in
department meetings on a
regular basis and not just at the
prerogative of the department
chair... maybe we would
have a better presence on
campus if that were the case.”
Lorraine O’Shea, a Math
teacher,
expressed
the
problem
of
departments
having a high percentage of
courses taught by lectures.
Lectures have no say in the
future of their departments,
or about the increasing
class sizes. “It is a problem
of equity,” reminded Mark
O’Shea, faculty of Education,
connecting the issue with

“equity week,” a time when
campuses engage in solidarity
with adjuncts who require
more
livable
conditions,
improved pay and other rights.
Rafael Gomez,
Spanish
faculty,
explained
other
example of disregard for
teachers.
“When [the new
leadership]
came to be
head of the
study abroad
program, the
ideas I had, and
the connections
that I have
built for years
with
the
Universities in
Spain were all PUBLIC HEALTH
of a sudden off PROFESSOR,
the table!” He KIM JUDSON
VOICING
was informed CONCERNS
that
now
contractors
establish
international
connections
and
seek
profitable
agreements,

dismissing the connections
already
established
by
faculty who have created
relationships
overseas.
Donaldo
Urioste,
from
World Language and Culture,
and Juan Jose Gutierrez,
who teaches Anthropology,
remembered
the times when
the vision of the
university was
emphasized
during
graduation
ceremonies
and it was a
visible,
clear,
embodied part
of the values of
the community.
Now, the vision
PHOTO BY
ESTELLA PORRAS is not even easy
to find in the
campus website, said George
Stations,
Communication
Design
’
teacher.
Why is this situation
happening? At the beginning
of the town hall meeting
Mark O’Shea, quoted a text
Rhoades and Slaughther, that
explores the trend of academic
capitalism in higher education.
It “blurs the boundaries
between the for-profit and
not for-profit sectors; and
[implies] a basic change in
academy practices—changes
that
prioritize
potential
revenue generation, rather
than the unfettered expansion
of knowledge, in policy
negotiation and in strategic and
academic decision making.”
Along these lines issues
of privatization of pubic
education
-via
extended
education, the unclear role
of the university corporation,
and the lack of transparency
regarding the budget were
issues raised by Angie Tran,
Political Economy teacher.
Fear to speak up, particularly
among adjuncts and junior
faculty, is a another factor that
limits teacher’s involvement.

What to do?
The second half of the
meeting was a strategic
planning
session
dealing
with the concerns raised
before. Transparency and
a voice in decision-making
were the chief concerns.
One suggestion was to
schedule Academic Senate
meetings
and
General
Assembly meetings
more
regular and accessible. The
Academic Senate president,
Carl Ferguson, included in
the agenda for the senate
to
discuss
a
resolution
in affirmation of shared
governance that was created by
a group of concerned faculty.
He also talk about creating
new policy on this matter.
According
to
Rob
Weisskirch, a Liberal Studies
professor, who penned the
resolution,
“The CSUMB
constitution affords shared
governance.” He cited a
numberoffounding documents
and policies that support this
practice. The resolution asks
for meaningful collaboration,
consultancy
and
shared
governance around important
matters of the university.
This town hall meeting was
a hopeful call upon fellow
faculty and students to become
involved
with
reclaiming
CSUMB’s Vision. This process
will allow a new organized
administration that fulfills
what the Vision Statement
has
always
intended.
But in order to make this
change possible, more faculty
have to get involved and devote
time and energy to participate
in diverse levels of governance.
“The problem is workload and
resources,” said Gerald Shenk,
Liberal studies chair. “That’s
the boogie-man in the room.”
However, in an optimistic
tone, Angie Tran told The
Otter Realm.
“This is a
good first step. We need to
sustain
the
momentum.”
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“Six Months, Three days” Remembers the Future
Hugo Award-Winner Charlie Anders Shares Insight on Short Fiction

Designed By: Mojola Osifeso

Future of

Art and Music
Afenv C/ub on Campus Takes "Art Gallery" To Another Level
Elizabeth Hensley. Statt Reporter
EHI NSLEYACSUMB.EDU

ANDERS RECEIVING AN EXCEPTIONABLE AWARD

Benjamin Wilson, Staff Reporter
BEWILSON@CSUM.EDU

PHOTO PROVIDED BY CHARLIE ANDERS

announced that NBC will
turn Anders’s “Six Months,
Three Days” into an hourFalling in love for clairvoyants long
television
series
will
be
tough
knowing starring “Don’t Trust the B—
when things will fall apart. — in Apartment 23’s” Krysten
Titled for the duration Ritter. Anders sat down with
of their relationship, “Six The Otter Realm to discuss
Months, Three Days” by her award-winning work.
Charlie
Anders
concerns,
Benjamin Wilson: What
a
doomed
relationship was it like winning the Hugo
between
two
psychics Award for Best Novelette?
dealing with the inevitable
Charlie Anders: It was just
as each perceives the future insane — as I said in my speech,
differently except for the end. writing fiction, especially short
Published on sci-fi-fantasy fiction, feels like this lonely,
website Tor.com in June quixotic endeavor. You can
2011, “Six Months, Three write short fiction for years
Days” won the Hugo Award without getting much, if any,
for Best Novelette in 2012. feedback, unless you’re in a
Receiving
the
award, writing group — which I highly
Charlie Anders said “being recommend. I was blown
a fiction writer is like trying away in general that people
to describe some weird seemed to like this story, and
half-glimpse to truth about I definitely never expected to
the world* by tap-dancing.” receive such an astonishing
Tapping
away at the honor. I’m honestly still
keyboard has led Anders to in a daze about it. It will
fame before like winning the always be one of the coolest
Lambda Literary Award in things ever to happen to me.
2005 for her novel “Choir
BW: What writers inspired
Boy” as well as leading her you to take on short fiction?
to become the co-editor of
CA: God, there were so
the popular sci-fi blog “iog.” many. Philip K. Dick had a
Last month, “Deadline” huge impact — because if you

read his short stories, they’re
just such a potent wallop
of ideas and sensations, in
compact little packages. You
can read a bunch of Dick short
stories in a row and keep being
astounded and unnerved by
his inventiveness. There’s a
reason why so many movies
based on PKD’s work are
actually based on his short
fiction. But also, Kelly Link
is one of those writers whose
work you want to re-read
over and over again, to see
just how she pulled off all the
amazing stuff you only realize
she was doing when you get
to the end of one of them.
Also, my mentor and friend
D.G.K. Goldberg wrote a ton
of really bizarre horror stories,
which managed to be intensely
personal and yet wonderfully
creepy. There are so many
other authors, but those are
some who come to mind.
BW: Any thoughts on the
changes made to your story
in its transition to television?
CA:
I’m just
excited
to
see
what
happens!
“Six
Months,
Three
Days”
is
available
to
read for free on Tor.com.

Ever wonder what the future
of art and music looks like?
A new club at Cal State
L'uiversity
Monterex
Bay
(CSV MB) is willing to bet
it includes dancers, music,
art and free pancakes until
midnight. Thanks to the new
club Future of Art and Music
(FOAM), students will not
have to wait long because
the mime is coming Xo\
15 to the Black Box Cabaret.
\udrew Avila, a Music
major at CSV MB, started
tb.c club this semester with
the idea to "bring all of the
art
departments together
and to create student run
performances that can live up

to the professional experience ’’
With
meetings
held
in
building 30 on Wednesday’s
al noon, Mila says, "it is
important for as many creative
people to join as possible’"
For
their
first
event,
"Pancake Art Galley" FOAM
hopes all majors from CSV MB
will open their minds to
a
friendly
multi facetted
expression of art and music.
Communication
Design
majors have lent a hand in
making the th ers for the e\ ent
and Music and Performing Art
majors will produce the sound.
As for pancakes at dinnertime?
The future has arrived.

Arts & Entertainment
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World Cultures

on the Reel
International Film Festival Comes to Town
Llaritza Rodriguez, Staff Reporter
LLRODRIGUEZ@CSUMB.EDU

The Monterey Bay Chapter of
the United Nations Association
(UNA) is hosting their 14
annual International Film
Festival this Friday, Saturday,
and Sunday at the Golden
State Theatre on 417 Alvarado
Street, Monterey. The event
is $5 general admission and
free to students with ID.
The documentaries
are
critically acclaimed and were
submitted through a screening
process in order to be chosen
for the festival. According
to UNA board member
Dr. JoAnn Cannon, they
reflect issues that the United
Nations invests in. Other than
being an inexpensive date,
she adds, the film festival
provides the opportunity for
students to “experience new
things, and become informed
about what is happening.”
Friday, November 1, 7pm
Fracking
Hell:
The
Untold Story (12 minutes)
is a short that looks at the
risks
and
contamination
involved
with fracking.
Green Gold (48 minutes)
explores
the
ecosystem
restoration projects in Africa,
China, Middle East, and South
America, and the impact they
have in those countries as
well as the global influence.
5 Broken Cameras (94
minutes) is the account

of 5 different stories from
those
affected
by
the
Israeli West' Bank Barrier.
Saturday, November 2, 7pm
What
I
Have
Been
Through Is Not Who I Am
(22
minutes)
introduces
Katrina, who was entrapped
in sexual exploitation, and
gives the viewer more to
consider on the subject.
Genetic
RouletteThe
Gamble
of
Our
Lives
(85
minutes)
points
to
genetically engineered food
as a contributor to rising
disease in the Untied States,
especially among children.
Chasing Ice (78 minutes)
follows a national geographic
photographer
who
for
years records the change in
glaciers around the word
Sunday,Novembers, 1:30pm
Lovebirds- Rebel Lovers in
India (51 minutes) is about
young lovers who escape their
families
and persecution,
defying India’s tradition of
prohibiting marriage outside
one’s
caste
or
religion.
Beneath the Blindfold (55
minutes) is human rights
documentary
showing
a
compassionate look at four
different personal
stories
from
torture
survivors.
The Fourth World (52
minutes) is in reference to
those
populations
social
excluded
from
global
society:
people
living
beyond the industrial norm.
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New Season, New Coach, New Plans
Behind the Scenes with Women ’s New
Basketball Coach Kerri Nakamoto
NOLAN DAVIS, STAFF REPORTER
NDAVIS@CSUMB.EDU

A change of the helm occurred
for Cal State
Monterey
Bay’s (CSUMB) Women’s
Basketball program over the
summer, as previous coach
Renee Jimenez left to coach
at Cal State San Bernardino.
In her place, is new head
coach
Kerri
Nakamoto.
Nakamoto’s history of work
includes being an assistant
coach at Cal Poly San Luis
Obispo, and being a guard
for the University of San
Diego. Will her transition
be a slam dunk? The Otter
Realm
sat
down
with
Nakamoto for an interview:

Nolan
Davis:
You
happen to be replacing the
winningest coach in program
history. No pressure, right?
Kerri
Nakamoto:
None at all. I think the good
thing about walking into a
program that already has been
established, you don’t have to
change the culture. The girls
already know how to work
hard and want to win, so you
don’t have to instill that in
them. I’m actually happy to
be walking into a program
that was already successful
rather than trying to start

NEW COACH NAKAMOTO
WITH HER OLD TEAM

building from the bottom.
ND:
What
inspired
you to want to become

THE 2013-2014 CSUMB WOMEN’S BASKETBALL TEAM

coach
at
CSUMB?
KN: This is actually a job
that I always said, if Renee left,
that I’d want. The location, it
being a newer university in the
Cal State system, and in this
conference, makes [CSUMB]
one of the most desirable
schools to be at. I just kind
of always had my eye on it
and when Renee left, she’s
the one that
recommended
the job for me.
Next
thing
you
know,
here I am.
ND: What
do you think
about
the
school
as
a
whole?
KN:
I’m
still learning a
lot about the
PHOTO PROVIDED BY
OTTERATHLETICS school. I think
it’s exciting that it’s so young
that it’s continually growing
and changing. It seems that
a

the staff and faculty are pretty
progressive with what they
want to do and how they want

necessarily the other team...
ND: Who do you think will
have a break out season for
CSUMB this year?
^Come out, check out the
KN:
There’s
a
few,
and
change and get excited
obviously we just
started practice.
to help the community. I’m (Junior) Jenna Bandy will be
excited about the diversity of one, back from her injury. I
the campus, it’s a little different think the style will really play
from the last two schools to the way she plays. I think
I’ve been on so I’m excited (Senior) Chezla Self is another
about that and appreciate it. one, being in the open court,
I’m happy to be at a campus really getting out and bei ng able
that values diversity in the to push the ball. And (Junior)
community learning aspect. Angelique Bailey is my other
ND:
What
new one that I really think is going
changes do you have in to benefit from a fast tempo
store
for the
program? transition kind of offense.
KN:
We’re
going
to
ND:
What
are
your
implement a little bit faster expectations for the team
tempo than you’ve seen in as a whole this season?
the past. I’m a little bit more
KN:
I just hope to
offensive minded than Renee implement my system well and
was so you’re going to see a lot for them to buy in and kind
more transition, a lot more fast of get better. I think we have
break. Hopefully, more points been doing that so far, but
on the scoreboard; for us not continue to grow and learn,

PHOTO PROVIDED BY OTTERATHLETICS

and kind of bond together in
what I want to do. There’s a
lot of change for the returning
players and obviously, we have
new kids as well. I just want
to build a tighter knit group
between them as well as have
fun and win basketball games.
ND: Anything interesting
or unique about you that you
want to tell the students?
KN: Well I think that I’m
pretty approachable, so I’d
like to meet students. I’ve met
a bunch of random students
that have come through and
introduced themselves. I’m
open to that. As far as our
program, we’re going to be
pretty exciting to watch so
I’d say come out, check out
the change and get excited.
ND:
Thank
you
for
your
time
coach.
The Otters first practice was
held on Oct. 15. Their first game
is on Saturday, Nov. 9, at home
against Dixie State University.

Sports
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Otter Athletic Update!
An Overview on CSUMB’s Fall Sports Teams

Guest Reporter
Women’s Volleyball:
All Games: 13-8
Conference: 7-6

All Games: 0-0
Conference: 0-0

The Otters beat Chico State
women’s volleyball team in
five sets (19-25,19-25, 25-20,
30-28, and 15-13). The otter’s
next game is a four-match
road trip starting with Cal
Poly Pomona on Thursday,
Oct. 31, 2013. The otters are
just two wins away from tying
the schools record for wins
in a season, previously held
by the team of 2010 with 15
wins, the otters have a great
chance in beating this record
with 9 matches remaining.

The otters lost a great outing
in their exhibition opener
90-81, against Division 1,
University of San Diego
Toreros. The Otters were
lead by Junior Ryan Nitz
with 14 points, followed by
Sophomore Alex Fertig with
12, Junior Devin Murphy
with 11 and 4 assist, and
Freshman
Isaiah
Smith
with 10 points. The Otter’s
next challenge is another
exhibition against Division 1
San Jose State on Nov. 4.

Men’s Basketball:

Women’s Soccer:
All'Games: 6-8-2
Conference: 5-7-2

Men’s Soccer:
All games: 9-5-2
Conference: 7-5-2

The Otter’s lost to University
of Cal San Diego 1-0. The
Otter’s next game is Friday,
Nov. 1, travel to face the San
Francisco State Gators at 3
P.M.

Lost to University of Cal San
Diego 2-1. Senior Servando
Perez scored the only goal for
the Otter’s, from the assist
by freshman Marco Rangel.
The otters fall into second
place in the CCAA North
Division, one point behind
Sonoma State. The Otter’s
next game is against the San
Francisco State Gators on
Friday, Nov. 1 at 12:30 P.M.

Cross Country (Men’s
and Women’s):

Women’s Sophomore Hannah
Bell became CSUMB’s first
female ALL-CCAA pick in
cross-country.
Women’s
team was lead by Bell who
finished 14 and this helped
lead the otter’s to 10 place
finishing with a school record
of 210 points. Men’s Connor
Henderson made history
by becoming CSUMB’s first
ever cross country CCAA
Freshman of the year.
The men’s team finished 6
place and set a school record
with 173 points.

Building Relationships and Learning Through Activity

Intramural Sports Keeps Students Active
Nick Ke, Staff Reporter
TKE@CSUMB.EDU

Intramural sports at Cal State
Monterey Bay (CSUMB) are
in full swing as teams head
into their eighth week of play.
The
intramural
sports
program offers students a
variety of team sports that
students can enjoy. Flag
football, basketball, indoor
soccer and dodge ball are
just a few of the sports that
are available this semester.
The program also has
different sports
available
for the fall and spring
semesters and is always
looking to add put a new
spin on some old standbys.
“In the spring there’s
going to be ultimate frisbee,”
said Ian Bossert, CSUMB’s
Coordinator of Intramural
Sports. “There’s also going to
be something called power

baseball. It was something I
did when I was in junior high
at camp. It was so awesome.”
Bossert describes the game
as being similar to that of
softball, but in place of a
bat and softball, teams will
instead use a tennis ball and
tennis racket. Players are
allowed to peg the opposition
with the ball for a quick out.
Aside
from
providing
students with a great way to
stay active, participating in
intramural sports is also a
great way for students to make
friends and meet new people.
Tom Megolmedomb, a fifth
year kinesiology major at
CSUMB, joined the intramural
sports program as a free
agent and was put in a team
comprised of free agents. “I
was on a team of random
people, but now I know them
all,” says Megolmedomb. “I’m
happy to have this program. If

they didn’t have [intramural
sports] I guess I’d be at
home playing video games.”
The
relaxed
playing
atmosphere is something that
the staff of the intramural
sports program tries to
emphasize. “We cater to any
skill level,” said Niko Rojas, one
of the program’s supervisors.
“If you’re a beginner or
advanced, you can play.”
Though softball is one of
his favorite sports to play
in the intramural leagues,
Rojas wasn’t ashamed to
admit his shortcomings on
the softball diamond. “I
couldn’t hit the ball. Now
I can slightly hit the ball.”
CSUMB
junior
and
kinesiology major, Natsumi
Imamura
found
playing
soccer on an intramural sports
team preferable to playing
on an official team. “I played
[soccer] for nine years in

Japan and I wanted to play
it here too,” said Imamura.
The program already has
650 students signed up. 82
percent of the students signed
up for intramural sports are
men, while women make
up only 18 percent of the
program’s participants. Since
CSUMB is a predominantly
female campus, Bossert hopes
to see more female students

participate in the program.
Signing up for the program
is easy and affordable. $5
is all it costs for students to
register. Students can either
sign up individually as free
agents or get together a group
of friends and register a team.
Information on how to sign
up for intramural sports,
visit
www.activities.csumb.
edu/intramural-sports.

KINESIOLOGY JUNIOR NATSUMI IMAMURA USES
HER FOOTWORK TO EVADE THE OPPOSING
DEFENDER.

PHOTO BY NICK KE
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World Series
All Inclusive
in Baseball?
Many Question if the Title “World
Series ” Needs to be Changed
Zack Orosco, Staff Reporter
ZOROSCO@CSUMB.EDU

What is the best thing about
October? Is it Halloween or the
beginning offall? Nope, it is the
time to name a new champion.
With the recent World
Series featuring the St. Louis
Cardinals and Boston Red
Sox fighting for the crown,
many people feel the title

of Major League Baseball
(MLB) should be changed.
The word “world” is what
draws a lot of criticism. With
the MLB only in the United
States, many question if
“world” is a proper name for
the title of World Series. Other
major sports in the U.S. have
the NBA Finals, Stanley Cup,
or the Super Bowl, and these

Opinion
titles put a lot of pressure on
the MLB to change their name.
This brings to question
why the World Series needs
to be changed. The title of
World Series has been around
for generations and it has
never changed.
Changing
it
will
break America’s
pastime’s tradition since 1903.
“The title World Series
is something I have known
my
whole
life,”
said
California State University
Monterey
Bay
(CSUMB)
student Robert Jordan. “I
do not think that changing
it would be a good idea.”
If it were to change, what
could it be changed to?
Many people want the name
“Fall Classic” to replace
“World” Series, but it does
not have the same ring to
it. Baseball started in the
U.S. and it deserves to stay.
There are other countries
that are emerging with
baseball talent, but is it fair

Does Tradition
Justify Racism?
Growing Opposition of the
Washington Redskin’s Name

questionable when observing
some of the arguments
made by those who wish to
defend the Redskin name.
Football League team has
The Oneida Indian Nation
Angel Martinez, Staff Reporter
ANGEMARTINEZ@CSUMB.EDU
been subject to controversy. recently launched the “Change
Established in 1932 the the Mascot” campaign stirring
ension grows between original home of the Redskins national conversation on the
those for change and was in Boston. It wasn’t until NFL team’s name. “The use
those for tradition. the following year that the of such an offensive term has
“We’ll never change the name,
Redskin name was embraced. negative consequences for the
it’s that simple. NEVER — you
Though this name mightpeople
notNative
controversy
does
prove
have
today,
that
like
received
itAmerican
to
this
in
was
claim.
1933
does
once
asas
much
not
many
it
community
can use caps,” Redskin’s owner
when it comes to issues of self
Dan Snyder blatantly stated in
identity and imagery,” said
a recent USA Today interview.
representative Ray Halbritte,
Whether Snyder wants it or
in the Oneida nation’s website
not, the call to change the name
“We will continue to push
of his NFL team is steadily
our cause because at the end
becoming
more
audible. This countiy has socially • of the day this is about doing
For years the name of matured since the 1930s, right for our children who are
Washington’s
National but some of that progress is especially
impressionable.”

T
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that their countiy cannot be
in the World Series because
it only takes place in the
Untied States? There is a way
to show the best in the world.
The World Baseball Classic
(WBC) displays its best for
the world to see. Teams from
all over the world compete to
be the best in the world. The
WBC just started in 2006
and it is steadily growing.
“Breaking tradition will be
like changing the Amef^te

Changing
it will break
America’s
pastime’s tradition
since 1903

“I don’t really care because
I’m not Native American,” has
been the shared sentiment
stated by a few fellow students
I recently discussed the
issue at hand with here on
the CSUMB campus.
The
sentiment expressed with this
statement is the problem in of
itself. Many of us have a hard
time feeling empathy for those
who are outside of the race
we are categorized in. What
if instead of the Washington
Redskins, the team’s name
was
the
“Washington
Rednecks” or the “Washington
Rope Straighteners”? Would
the students who didn’t
really care, “really care”

flag colors. You just do
not do it because it is unAmerican.”
said
CSUMB
student Brian Scott. “I would
hate to see it changed because
it is America’s pastime that
has impacted the world.”
World Series should just
not be changed. Changing
the name would tear the rich
tradition in MLB’s history of
great World Series moments.

The
point
is
simple.
Tradition does not justify
racism. Redskin is a racist
term. Indigenous populations
do not and never have
identified as redskins. The
term redskin was and still is
used derogatorily towards
indigenous
populations.
Injustice has no specific
race or color, but there is
a fear associated with the
term. It seems that many
of us would more readily
sweep an injustice under the
rug rather than confront it.
We claim to be a nation
that wants to do away with
racism yet we still have racist
team names in something as

The term redskin was
and still is used derogatorily
towards indigenous
populations
then? If one of these names
belonged to the Washington
team for 81 years would we
chalk it up to tradition and
wipe our hands clean of it?

American as the NFL. The
name of the Washington
Redskins is open racism staring
us right in our faces; how much
more hypocritical can we get?

Opinion
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The Impact of Employment
Full Time, Part Time, or No Job?
Emilio Chavez, Staff Reporter
EMCHAVEZ@CSUMB.EDU

The idea of college students
not working and just pursuing
their academic goals seems
almost
non-existent
for
many. A study conducted by
the University of Michigan
shows that students who work
while going to school are at
greater risk of doing poorly in
school. This makes us think
if working is actually worth
it? But, do we have a choice?
As tuition increases more
students keep adding hours
of work and new jobs to be
able to pay for their everyday
expenses. The aforementioned
University of Michigan’s study
shows that 8o percent of full
time students work part time,

and these numbers are likely
to grow in the future as the
cost of living keeps rising.
I think it is hard to have a job
and go to school at the same
time because it takes time
away from school work, but it’s
something many students have
no choice. I work less than 20
hours a week and it seems it
still takes time away from my
school duties because when
I stay at my job late I don’t
get enough sleep and it’s very
hard to concentrate in class.
Jessie Betancourt a second
year psychology major says he
works 30 hours a week and has
significantly seen his school
work impacted because he has
been missing classes in order
to keep up with the schedule
his employer gives him.

Numerous studies have
been conducted and show
how workplace commitments
affect students’ grades and

is all-bad but students who
do work will be at greater risk
of doing poorly. Research
has shown that students who
work 20 hours or more have
greater risk and more negative
impact on grades whether

"... takes time away from school
work, but it’s something many
students have no choicely
future in the long run. One
of the two studies, from the
National Survey of Student
Engagement,
looked
at
how various amounts of
on- and off-campus work
directly influenced students’
self-reported
grades
and
indirectly
affected
their
levels
of
engagement
in
academic
activities.
It does not mean that work

the employment is on or off
campus, while the same study
demonstrates that students
who work 20 hours or less
have the same negative impact
on school and their grades.
This shows that even if a
student works a small amount
of hours she or he still is at
risk of doing poorly in school.
However, working while
going to school might have its

advantages. At least for some.
As the cost of tuition and cost of
living rises it’s likely that many
students are turning to student
loans. According to American
Student Assistance nearly
20 million Americans attend
college each year and of those
20 million, close to 12 million
borrow annually to help cover
the costs of higher education,
so having a job might have its
pros as student’s won’t need
to borrow as much, and later
become one of the “37 million
student loan borrowers with
outstanding student loans,”
according to the Federal
Reserve Board of New York.
All college students have
to make that decision at one
point as to how much they
want to work, or rather how
much they can handle and still
go to school and maintain a
satisfactory academic profile.

Tailgating Problem on Inter-Garrison
Speed Reduced to 35 mph Causing Tailgators
Jordan Sluggett, Staff Reporter
JSLUGGET@CSUMB.EDU

Many locals are voicing their
concerns
about tailgating
that is occurring as a result
of the reduced speed limit on
Intergarrison road. The sudden
changes in reduced speed (now
35 mph) had cause confusion
and in some cases irritation
among students, faculty, and
commuters who still miss the
previous speed of 50 mph.
While many students and
commuters are in a hurry to
and from their daily activities
at
Cal
State
University
Monterey Bay, many forget
that tailgating is a finable
offense. Not only can you
get cited for tailgating, but
it also is dangerous because
drivers in a hurry may be
inattentive to road hazards

and
potential
obstacles. Inter-Garrison from following
California
vehicle
code a little too close for comfort
21703 requires you to leave to other drivers. After fines,
a safe distance between you various fees and court costs,
and the car in front of you. you could easily spend $400
This distance varies according or more fighting the ticket.
to speeds, road conditions, The added points on your
traffic congestion and weather. license could also make
The standard the courts your insurance rates go up.
look at is whether the
The standard here is
distance between cars is subjective. There is no set
“reasonable and prudent” distance to explain reasonable
for the circumstances. If you and prudent, it all depends on
are cited, and go to court to road conditions and officer
fight the ticket, the judge will observation. If you are given
determine if the distance a ticket for this offense, it
between your car and the will be the officer’s opinion
car in front of you were far versus your own opinion.
enough to be considered
Typically, the judge will
reasonable
and
prudent. side with the officer. Cops
Drivers caught tailgating ’ are extremely busy, and
will receive a ticket, have very few judges will believe
points added to their license, that your officer pulled you
and have to pay fines, however over and gave you a ticket
this is not stopping drivers on without a good reason.

AT THE INTERSECTION OF GIGLING RD AND GEN. JIM
MOORE, A PICK UP TRUCK DISCOURAGES ANY
ATTEMPT OF TAILGATING

PHOTO BY
ESTELLA PORRAS
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Otter Oops...
Issue 3:
f
■
Page 1 & 10: “Alumnus” should be Alumna
Page 20: “econimics” was supposed to be economics

Sexuahealing
When You Don’t Get A Room
Joel Martinez. Staff Reporter
JOMARTINEZ@CSUMB.EDU

In last week’s column there
was an interviewee who told
The Otter Realm that the first
time he had sex was on a roof.
That got me thinking about
how many other people have
sex in a place other than the
traditional bed or couch. So I
posed the question, ‘ Where
was the craziest place that you
have had sex?" To my surprise
I learned that people have had
sex in some pretty adventurous
places.
According to a blog called
“Kam”, the top ten places
to have sexual intercourse
outside of the bedroom are in
a car, a pool, at the movies, in
the of a back of a cab, on a train,
airplane, night club, beach,
boat, and the woods. These
sexcapades can help couples
grow a stronger relationship
if they are committed to their
partner because it shows they
are comfortable enough to step
out of the conventional sexual
routine. It seems as if public
places are the most popular
with people. Could it be the
thought of being caught? The
thought of being watched?
Or maybe these people are
not thinking and just want
to have sex. No matter what
the reason, having sex in
public
or
unconventional
places does present a very
real risk. Perhaps that only
adds to the excitement.
Without the risk, would the
reward be as sweet? Couples
who are caught having sex in
public can face very serious
consequences. For a notso-discreet roll in the hay,
couples can get slapped with
fines up to $1,000.00 each.
Amature exhibitionists may
also be formally charged
with
indecent
exposure,
lewd acts or even become a
convicted sex offender under
extreme
circumstances.
Such high stakes can’t deter
everyone. Some love just
cannot wait for the bedroom.
CSUMB
Student
Sarah

Littlefield said, “The pool” as
she was trying to remember
the one time she decided to
be a little adventurous with
sex. This is a scene straight out
of the movies but is nothing
like the movies. WARNING,
you may or may not get an
infection as the levels of
bacteria in pools (especially
public ones) vary. But that is
a price that some people are
willing to pay for a good time.
Jonathan Meza, a third year
Kinesiology student, told The
Otter Realm that he had sex
in a desert. Growing up in
Palmdale, California “there is
a lot of desert that one can go
and get a little frisky. When you
are in high school and begin
having sex you are limited
with the places that you can
have sex so why not get a bit
creative?” That is exactly Meza
did. “Some people go to the
desert others go to the park.”
“Oh I am going to hell
for this one,” said Anthony
Contreras, fourth year bio
pre-med student, “I had sex
in my church.” Contreras
sure did go out and find a way
to make sure that if he was
going to get into trouble for
“premarital sex” he wanted
to prove a point to someone.
WARNING, you may actually
go to hell for this depending
on your faith or denomination.
Kiawma Brewster, English
major at Cal State Sacramento,
and
her Italian boyfriend
have travelled and had sex
in many places. The most
memorable was in Elba Island,
off the coast of Italy, when
they made love on the beach.
Something about having sex
in public tends to turn people
on. The couples who embark
on these sexual adventures
do not seem to worry about
the people around because,
at the time, they seem to
be the only two people in
the world. However, always
remember w'hen you are going
about these sexcapades to
be smart and safe about it.
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LAUGH-OUT-LOUD CATS BY ADAM
"APELAD” KOFORD

Visit Us Online:

What's
the
Most
Awkward
Thanksgiving
Conversation
You've Had?
Let Us Know! Submit your answers to:
ehawkins@csumb. edu

otterrealm.net

Or on Facebook:
www. facebook.com/
OtterRealmNews

Or on IWitter:
©OtterRealm
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Do You Have Any Post-Midterm Resolutions?
Not procrastinate and try to
stay on top of everything
Ashley Carrasco
Business Major
Junior

/ have plans to prepare more, but
I never go through with them
ERIC ALDERETE
BUSINESS MAJOR
SOPHOMORE

No, because I did well and have
a system that works. Study, take a
lot of notes and pay attention
CHRIS TAGLIAVIA
BUSINESS MAJOR
SENIOR

No, because I got an A
on my midterm, but I guess I
could not fall asleep in class
DORI POWERS

Probably continue in the same horrible way
I have for three years. Ignore it until three days
before then cry like any normal person
PATRICE GRAHAM
| HCOM MAJOR
; JUNIOR

I LIBERAL STUDIES MAJOR
! SENIOR

